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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we introduce a tag recommendation algorithm that
mimics the way humans draw on items in their long-term mem-
ory. This approach uses the frequency and recency of previous tag
assignments to estimate the probability of reusing a particular tag.
Using three real-world folksonomies gathered from bookmarks in
BibSonomy, CiteULike and Flickr, we show how incorporating a
time-dependent component outperforms conventional “most pop-
ular tags” approaches and another existing and very effective but
less theory-driven, time-dependent recommendation mechanism.
By combining our approach with a simple resource-specific fre-
quency analysis, our algorithm outperforms other well-established
algorithms, such as FolkRank, Pairwise Interaction Tensor Fac-
torization and Collaborative Filtering. We conclude that our ap-
proach provides an accurate and computationally efficient model
of a user’s temporal tagging behavior. We demonstrate how effec-
tive principles of information retrieval can be designed and imple-
mented if human memory processes are taken into account.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.8 [Database Management]: Database Applications—Data min-
ing; H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search
and Retrieval—Information filtering
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1. INTRODUCTION
One of the goals of Web Science as a new discipline is to un-

derstand the dynamics of human behavior and social interactions
that shape the Web into a vast information network of content and
people. As the Web evolves into a platform through which peo-
ple interact with each other, communicate and express themselves,
models of human behavior can shed light on why the Web forms
as it does and contribute to improve the Web’s underlying mecha-
nisms.

In this paper, we suggest a tag recommendation mechanism that
mimics how people use to access their memory to name things they
encountered in the past. In everyday communication, people are
very effective and quick in retrieving relevant knowledge from the
enormous amount of information units stored in their individual
long-term memory (LTM). One example is tagging resources on
the Web, a rudimentary variant of communication [9, 29]. Here,
people name objects, such as images or music files, by means of
social tags to create retrieval cues for personal and collective infor-
mation organization [22]. The issue of how human memory ensures
a fast and automatic information retrieval from its huge LTM has
been extensively examined by memory psychology (e.g., [1]). Es-
sentially, human memory is tuned to the statistical structure of an
individual’s environment and keeps available those memory traces
that have been used frequently and recently in the past [2].

Social tagging provides an illustrative example of the strong in-
terplay between external, environmental and internal memory struc-
tures (e.g., [11]). For instance, the development of generative mod-
els of social tagging demonstrated that the probability of a tag being
applied can be modeled through the preferential attachment princi-
ple (e.g., [6]): the higher the frequency of a tag’s past occurrence
in the tagging environment is, the more likely it will be reused by
an individual. Additionally, the same probability is also a function
of the tag’s recency, which is the time elapsed since the tag last
occurred in the environment [5]. In summary, the probability of
applying a particular word reflects the individual’s probability of
being exposed to the word in his/her environment [2].

The base-level learning (BLL) equation of the cognitive archi-
tecture ACT-R (e.g., [1]) combines the variables of frequency and
recency of item exposure to estimate the base-level activation BLAi
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of the memory trace i for the corresponding item. It is given by

BLAi = ln(
n!

j=1

t−d
j ) (1)

, where n is the frequency of item occurrences in the past and tj
is the recency, which is the time since the jth occurrence. The
exponent d accounts for the power-law of forgetting and models
the phenomenon that each memory’s activation, caused by the jth

occurrence, decreases in time according to a power function. The
exponent d is typically set to 0.5 [1].

Based on the research briefly described above, we assume that
a user’s past usage of a tag predicts the probability of its future
usage. Hence, equation (1) should help to infer the probability of
a tag being applied during a new tag assignment. In particular, if
frequency and recency are both strong predictors of a tag’s reuse
probability, the base-level learning equation should help to extend
simple “most popular tags” approaches based solely on frequency
analyses.

The work of [33] provides empirical proof of this assumption.
They showed that a recommender, which combines the frequency
and recency of tag use, has a higher accuracy with respect to recall
and precision than a recommender only taking into account the fre-
quency of tag use. However, the equations they used to implement
their approach were developed from scratch and not derived from
existing research described above (see Sections 4.3 and 6).

The research questions of this work are as follows: (i) Does the
BLL equation provide a valid model of a user’s tagging behavior in
the past to predict future tag assignments? (ii) Can the BLL equa-
tion, that integrates frequency and recency of tag usage, be applied
and extended to create an effective and efficient tag recommenda-
tion mechanism?

The strategy we chose to address both research questions con-
sisted of two steps. In a first step, we implemented the “pure” BLL
equation in form of a tag recommender and compared its perfor-
mance with a MostPopularu (MPu) approach suggesting the most
frequent tags in a user’s tag assignments. This comparison should
reveal the increment value that may result from additionally pro-
cessing the recency of tag use. Moreover, we compared our BLL
recommender with the approach introduced by [33] in order to de-
termine potential advantages of our theory-driven approach.

In a second step, we extended the BLL equation to also take into
account the effect of popular tags (i.e., semantic cues C) associated
with a resource on the availability of memory traces and hence, tag-
ging behavior. For the first approximation of C we decided to sim-
ply weight the tags based on their frequency in the tag assignments
of the resource (hereinafter referred to as MostPopularr (MPr)).
We then compared the performance of this combination of BLL
and MPr (BLL+C) with well-established approaches, such as Col-
laborative Filtering (CF), FolkRank (FR) and Pairwise Interaction
Tensor Factorization (PITF), to examine our second research ques-
tion.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We begin
with discussing related work (Section 2) and describing our ap-
proach in Section 3. Sections 4 and 5 address our two research
questions and summarize the settings and results of our extensive
evaluation. Finally, in Section 6, we conclude the paper by dis-
cussing our findings in the light of the benefits of deriving tag rec-
ommender mechanisms from empirical, cognitive research.

2. RELATED WORK
Recent years have shown that tagging is an important feature of

the Social Web supporting the users with a simple mechanism to

collaboratively organize and find content [16]. Although tagging
has the ability to improve search (and in particular tags provided
by the individual), it is also known that users are typically lazy in
providing tags for instance for their bookmarked resources. It is
therefore not surprising that recent research has attempted to ad-
dress this challenge to support the individual in her tag application
process in the form of personalized tag recommenders. To date,
the two following approaches have been established: graph based
and content-based tag recommender systems [18]. In our work we
focus on graph-based approaches.

The probably most notable work in this context is the work of
Hotho et al. [13] who introduced an algorithm termed FolkRank
(FR) that has become the most prominent benchmarking tag recom-
mender approach over the past few years. Subsequently, the work
of Jäschke et al. [14] and Hamouda & Wanas [10] showed how the
classic Collaborative Filtering (CF) approach could be adopted for
the problem of predicting tags to the user in a personalized manner.
More recent work in this context are studies of Rendle et al. [26],
Wetzker et al. [30], Krestel et al. [17] or Rawashdeh et al. [24]
who introduced a factorization model, a Latent Dirichlet Alloca-
tion (LDA) model or a Link-Prediction model, based on the Katz
measure, to recommend tags to users.

Although the latter mentioned approaches perform reasonably
well, they are computational expensive compared to simple “most
popular tags” approaches. Furthermore, they ignore recent obser-
vations with regard to social tagging systems, such as the variation
of the individual tagging behavior over time [32]. To that end, re-
cent research has made the first promising steps towards more accu-
rate graph-based models that also account for the variable of time
[31, 33]. The approaches have shown to outperform some of the
current state-of-the-art tag recommender algorithms.

In line with the latter strand of research, in this paper we present
a novel graph-based tag recommender mechanism that uses the
BLL equation which is based on the principles of a popular model
of human cognition called ACT-R (e.g., [1]). We show that the
approach is not only very simple and straightforward but also re-
veal that the algorithm outperforms current state-of-the-art graph-
based (e.g., [30, 13, 14]) and the leading time-based [33] tag rec-
ommender approaches.

3. APPROACH
In Section 1 we formulated the assumption that both frequency

and recency of tag use explain a high variance in a tag’s probability
of being applied and that this probability could be modeled via the
BLL equation introduced by Anderson et al. [1]. In the following
we describe how we implemented the BLL equation to calculate
the base-level activation (BLA) of a given tag t in a user’s set of
tag assignments, Yt,u. First, we determined a reference timestamp
timestampref (in seconds) that is the timestamp of the most re-
cent bookmark of user u. In our dataset samples, timestampref
corresponded to the timestamp of u’s bookmark in the test set (see
Section 4.1).

If i = 1 ... n indexes all tag assignments in Yt,u, the recency of a
particular tag assignment is given by timestampref−timestampi.
Finally, the BLA of tag t for a user u is given by the BLL equation:

BLA(t, u) = ln(
n!

i=1

(timestampref − timestampi)
−d) (2)

, where d is set to 0.5 based on [1]. In order to map the values onto
a range of 0 - 1 we applied a normalization method as proposed in
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Dataset Core |B| |U | |R| |T | |TAS|
BibSonomy - 400,983 5,488 346,444 103,503 1,479,970

3 41,764 788 8,711 5,757 161,509
CiteULike - 3,879,371 83,225 2,955,132 800,052 16,703,839

3 735,292 17,983 149,220 67,072 2,242,849
Flickr - 864,679 9,590 864,679 127,599 3,552,540

3 860,135 8,332 860,135 58,831 3,465,346

Table 1: Properties of the datasets, where |B| is the number
of bookmarks, |U | the number of users, |R| the number of re-
sources, |T | the number of tags and |TAS| the number of tag
assignments.

related work [23]:

∥BLA(t, u)∥ =
exp(BLA(t, u))

m"
t′=1

exp(BLA(t′, u))
(3)

, where m equals |Yu|.
When incorporating BLL into a recommender, we aim at pre-

dicting the probability of a word being applied in the present tag
assignment. To this end, we also have to take into account se-
mantic cues C in a user’s current environment (e.g., the resource
to be tagged) to fine-tune the “prior” probability estimated via the
BLL equation (e.g., [1]). In the case of tagging a resource, C par-
tially consists of content words in the title and in the page text or of
prominent tags associated with the resource (e.g., [19, 18]). Since
we focus in this work on graph-based approaches and not all of our
datasets contain title information or page-text, we modeled the in-
fluence of C by simply taking into account the most popular tags of
the resource (MPr , i.e., arg max

t∈T
(|Yt,r|), which is also normal-

ized using equation (3)) [13]. Thus, we applied MPr to adjust the
BLA of a given tag according to potential semantic cues available
in the user’s environment. Taken together, the list of recommended
tags for a given user u and resource r is calculated by

#T (u, r) = arg max
t∈T

(β ∥BLA(t, u)∥
$ %& '

BLL

+(1− β)∥|Yt,r|∥

$ %& '
BLL+C

) (4)

, where β is used to inversely weight the two components, i.e. the
BLA and the semantic cues C. The results presented in Section 5
were calculated using β = 0.5. However, we focused on the per-
formance of BLL+C in the experiments, i.e. on an approach esti-
mating a tag’s probability of being applied by means of user and
resource information. Taken together, this is in line with the ACT-
R declarative module that also considers retrieval probability as a
function of base-level activation and environmental features.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this section we describe in detail the datasets, the evaluation

method, the metrics and the algorithms used in our experiments.

4.1 Datasets
For the purposes of our study and for reasons of reproducibil-

ity, we focused our investigations on three well-known and freely-
available folksonomy datasets. To test our approach on both types
of advocates, known as broad and narrow folksonomies [12] (in a
broad folksonomy many users are allowed to annotate a particu-
lar resource while in a narrow folksonomy only the user who has
uploaded the resource is permitted to apply tags), freely available
datasets from the social bookmark and publication sharing system

Dataset Core Measure MPu GIRP BLL
BibSonomy - F1@5 .152 .157 .162

MRR .114 .119 .125
MAP .148 .155 .162

3 F1@5 .215 .221 .228
MRR .202 .210 .230
MAP .238 .247 .272

CiteULike - F1@5 .185 .194 .201
MRR .165 .182 .193
MAP .194 .213 .227

3 F1@5 .272 .291 .300
MRR .268 .294 .319
MAP .305 .337 .366

Flickr - F1@5 .435 .509 .523
MRR .360 .445 .466
MAP .468 .590 .619

3 F1@5 .488 .577 .592
MRR .407 .511 .533
MAP .527 .676 .707

Table 2: F1@5, MRR and MAP values for BibSonomy, CiteU-
Like and Flickr (no core and core 3) showing that our BLL
equation provides a valid model of a user’s tagging behavior to
predict tags (first research question).

BibSonomy1, the reference management system CiteULike2 (broad
folksonomies) and the image and video sharing platform Flickr3

(narrow folksonomy) were utilized. Since automatically generated
tags affect the performance of the tag recommender systems, we
excluded all of those tags from the datasets (e.g., for BibSonomy
and CiteULike we excluded the no-tag, bibtex-import-tag, etc.).
Furthermore, we decapitalized all tags as suggested by related work
in the field (e.g., [26]). In the case of Flickr we randomly selected
3% of the user profiles for reasons of computational effort (see also
[8]). The overall dataset statistics can be found in Table 1. As
depicted, we applied both: a p-core pruning approach [3] to cap-
ture the issues of data sparseness, as well as no p-core pruning to
capture the issue of cold-start users or items [7], respectively.

4.2 Evaluation Methodology
To evaluate our tag recommender approach we used a leave-one-

out hold-out method as proposed by popular and related work in
this area (e.g., [14]). Hence, we created two sets, one for train-
ing and the other for testing. To split up each dataset in those
two sets we eliminated for each user his/her latest bookmark (in
time) from the original dataset and added it to the test set. The re-
maining original dataset was then used for training, and the newly
created one for testing. This procedure simulates a real-world en-
vironment well and is a recommended offline-evaluation proce-
dure for time-based recommender systems [4]. To finally quantify
the performance of our approach, a set of well-known information
retrieval performance standard metrics was used . In particular,
we report in Section 5 Recall (R@k), Precision (P@k), F1-Score
(F1@k), Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) and Mean Average Preci-
sion (MAP), where k is between 1 and 10 and MRR and MAP are
calculated for 10 recommended tags (k = 10) [14, 18].

4.3 Baseline Algorithms
We compared the results of our approach to several baseline tag

recommender algorithms. The algorithms were selected based on
their popularity in the community, performance and novelty [20]:
1http://www.kde.cs.uni-kassel.de/bibsonomy/dumps
2http://www.citeulike.org/faq/data.adp
3http://www.tagora-project.eu/
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Dataset Core Measure MP MPr MPu,r CF APR FR FM PITF GIRPTM BLL+C
BibSonomy - F1@5 .013 .074 .192 .166 .175 .171 .122 .139 .197 .201

MRR .008 .054 .148 .133 .149 .148 .097 .120 .152 .158
MAP .009 .070 .194 .173 .193 .194 .120 .150 .200 .207

3 F1@5 .047 .313 .335 .325 .260 .337 .345 .356 .350 .353
MRR .035 .283 .327 .289 .279 .333 .329 .341 .334 .349
MAP .038 .345 .403 .356 .329 .414 .408 .421 .416 .435

CiteULike - F1@5 .002 .131 .253 .218 .195 .194 .111 .122 .263 .270
MRR .001 .104 .229 .201 .233 .233 .110 .141 .246 .258
MAP .001 .134 .280 .247 .284 .284 .125 .158 .301 .315

3 F1@5 .013 .270 .316 .332 .313 .318 .254 .258 .336 .346
MRR .012 .243 .353 .295 .361 .366 .282 .290 .380 .409
MAP .012 .294 .420 .363 .429 .436 .326 .334 .455 .489

Flickr - F1@5 .023 - .435 .417 .328 .334 .297 .316 .509 .523
MRR .023 - .360 .436 .352 .355 .300 .333 .445 .466
MAP .023 - .468 .581 .453 .459 .384 .426 .590 .619

3 F1@5 .026 - .488 .493 .368 .378 .361 .369 .577 .592
MRR .026 - .407 .498 .398 .404 .375 .390 .511 .533
MAP .026 - .527 .663 .513 .523 .481 .502 .676 .707

Table 3: F1@5, MRR and MAP values for BibSonomy, CiteULike and Flickr (no core and core 3) showing that BLL+C outperforms
state-of-the-art baseline algorithms (second research question).

MostPopular (MP): This approach recommends for any user
and any resource the same set of tags that is weighted by the fre-
quency in all tag assignments [15].

MostPopularu (MPu): The most popular tags by user approach
suggests the most frequent tags in the tag assignments of the user
[15].

MostPopularr (MPr): The most popular tags by resource algo-
rithm weights the tags based on their frequency in the tag assign-
ments of the resource [15].

MostPopularu,r (MPu,r): This algorithm is a mixture of the
most popular tags by user (MPu) and most popular tags by resource
(MPr) approaches [14].

Collaborative Filtering (CFu): Marinho et al. [21] described
how the classic Collaborative Filtering (CF) approach [27] can be
adapted for tag recommendations, where the neighborhood of an
user is formed based on the tag assignments in the user profile. The
only variable parameter here is the number of users in the neighbor-
hood which has been set to 20 according to the work of Gemmell
et al. [8].

Adapted PageRank (APR): Hotho et al. [13] adapted the well-
known PageRank algorithm in order to rank the nodes within the
graph structure of a folksonomy. This is based on the idea that a re-
source is important if it is tagged with important tags by important
users.

FolkRank (FR): The FolkRank algorithm is an extension of the
Adapted PageRank approach that gives a higher importance to the
preference vector via a differential approach [14]. Our APR and
FR implementations are based on the code and settings of the open-
source Java tag recommender framework provided by the Univer-
sity of Kassel4.

Factorization Machines (FM): Rendle [25] introduced Factor-
ization Machines which combine the advantages of Support Vec-
tor Machines (SVM) with factorizition machines to build a general
prediction model that is also capable of tag recommendations.

Pairwise Interaction Tensor Factorization (PITF): This ap-
proach proposed by Rendle and Schmidt-Thieme [26] is an ex-
tension of factorization models based on the Tucker Decomposi-
tion (TD) model that explicitly models the pairwise interactions
between users, resources and tags. The FM and PITF results pre-
sented in this paper were calculated using the open-source C++ tag

4http://www.kde.cs.uni-kassel.de/code

recommender framework provided by the University of Konstanz5

with 256 factors, as suggested by [26].
Temporal Tag Usage Patterns (GIRP): This time-dependent

tag-recommender algorithm was presented by Zhang et al. [33]
and is based on the frequency and the temporal usage of a user’s
tag assignments. In contrast to BLL it models the temporal tag
usage with an exponential distribution rather than a power-law dis-
tribution.

GIRP with Tag Relevance to Resource (GIRPTM): This is
an extension of the GIRP algorithm that also takes the resource
component into account in the same manner as in BLL+C [33].

5. RESULTS
In this section we present the results of our experiments with

respect to the recommender quality in two steps as described in
Section 1. In the first step we compared BLL with MPu and GIRP
in order to determine the effect of the recency component of the
tag assignments. The results in Table 2 clearly show that both
time-dependent algorithms outperform the frequency-based MPu

approach. Furthermore, BLL reaches higher levels of accuracy than
the less theory-driven GIRP algorithm in both settings (without us-
ing a core and with core 3). Moreover, it becomes apparent that the
impact of the recency component is significantly higher in the nar-
row folksonomy (Flickr), where BLL and BLL+C are equal, than
in the broad folksonomies (BibSonomy, CiteULike).

In the second step we compared our BLL+C approach, which is
a combination of BLL and MPr , with a set of state-of-the-art base-
line algorithms. When looking at the results in Table 3, the first
thing that comes apparent is the fact that the two time-dependent
algorithms (GIRPTM and BLL+C) produce the highest estimates
(F1@5, MRR and MAP) across all three datasets and in both set-
tings (with p-core pruning applied and without). Second, all rec-
ommender algorithms substantially outperform the baseline mech-
anism, i.e., the simplest “most popular tags” approach MP. Third,
our BLL+C approach also outperforms GIRPTM, the currently lead-
ing graph-based time-depended tag recommendation algorithm, es-
pecially in terms of the ranking-dependent metrics, such as MRR
and MAP. Same observations can be made when looking at the Re-
call / Precision curves in Figure 1.
5http://www.informatik.uni-konstanz.de/rendle/software/
tag-recommender/
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(a) BibSonomy (no core) (b) CiteULike (no core) (c) Flickr (no core)

(d) BibSonomy (core 3) (e) CiteULike (core 3) (f) Flickr (core 3)

Figure 1: Recall/Precision plots for BibSonomy, CiteULike and Flickr (no core and core 3) showing the performance of the algorithms
for 1 - 10 recommended tags (k).

In summary, this pattern of results implies that the base-level
learning equation can be used to implement a highly effective rec-
ommender approach. By considering the recency in addition to
the frequency of tag use with the help of this equation as well as
the current context, it exceeds the performance of well-established
and effective recommenders, such as MPu,r , CF, APR, FM and the
other time-dependent approach GIRPTM. Most surprisingly, de-
spite its simplicity, BLL+C appears to be even more successful than
the sophisticated FR and PITF algorithms. The code we used for
our experiments is open-source and can be found online6.

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this study we have followed a two-step strategy and started by

comparing the performance of BLL with MPu to determine the ef-
fect of additionally considering the recency of each tag use as well
as with GIRP to differentiate our cognitive-psychological model
with the less theory-driven approach introduced by Zhang et al.
[33] in order to tackle our first research question. Our results clearly
demonstrate that, regardless of the evaluation metric and across all
datasets, BLL reaches higher levels of accuracy than MPu and out-
performs GIRP. Thus, processing the recency of tag use is effective
to account for additional variance of users’ tagging behavior and
therefore, a reasonable extension of simple “most popular tags”
approaches. Furthermore, the advantage over GIRP indicates that
6https://github.com/domkowald/tagrecommender

drawing on memory psychology guides the application of a reli-
able and valid model built upon long-standing, empirical research.
The equations that Zhang et al. [33] used to implement their ap-
proach were developed from scratch rather than derived from ex-
isting research described above. As a consequence, [33] modeled
the recency of tag use by means of an exponential function, which
is clearly at odds with the power law of forgetting described in the
introduction.

In a second step, we have combined BLL with MPr . Where BLL
gives the prior probability of tag reuse that is learned over time,
MPr tunes this prior probability to the current context by exploiting
the current semantic cues from the environment. This is in line with
how ACT-R models the retrieval from long-term memory. Despite
its simplicity, our results show that this combination (BLL+C) has
potential to outperform well-established mechanisms, such as CF,
FR and PITF. We assume this is the case because, in following
some fundamental principles of human memory, BLL+C is better
adapted to the statistical structure of the environment.

Moreover, a glance on the results shows an interaction between
the examined dataset and the performance of BLL (and BLL+C).
While the distance to other strongly performing mechanisms does
not appear to be large in case of broad folksonomies (BibSonomy
and CiteULike), this distance gets substantially larger in a nar-
row folksonomoy (Flickr), where BLL and BLL+C have the same
performance. From this interaction we conclude that applying a
model of human memory is primarily effective if tag assignments
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are mainly driven by individual habits unaffected by the behavior
of other users, such as it is done in Flickr.

In future work, we will continue examining memory processes
involved in categorizing and tagging Web resources. For instance,
in a recent study [28], we introduced a mechanism by which mem-
ory processes involved in tagging can be modeled on two levels of
knowledge representation: on a semantic level (representing cat-
egories or LDA topics) and on a verbal level (representing tags).
Next, we will aim at combining this integrative mechanism with
the BLL equation to examine a potential interaction between the
impact of recency (time-based forgetting) and the level of knowl-
edge representation. As before, conclusions drawn from cognitive
science should help to develop an effective and psychologically
plausible tag recommendation mechanism.
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